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This premier edition of Milady’s Standard System of Salon Skills: Skin Care provides students with coverage of all the basic esthetic skills, but also expands into advanced techniques and the latest products and equipment in the skin care field. Each chapter is written by an industry expert, with step-by-step technicals clearly depicted through photographs and illustrations—many of which are also featured on the 12-tape Video Library. This comprehensive, easy-to-understand resource is suitable for 600 to 1200-hour programs with special emphasis on providing estheticians with the communication, business, and retailing skills essential to their profession. This new system keeps pace with the booming esthetics industry providing the theoretical, practical, and essential information every skin care professional needs to succeed.
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**Customer Reviews**

This is an awesome book for the Esthetician just starting out and those who need a re-fresher. Purchased this book at a convention and cannot put it down. Highly recommended.  

The book that I ordered, Milady’s Standard Comprehensive Training for Esthetics is a great tool for a refresher or someone that has just started practice. I recommend this book to anyone in the Esthetics or cosmetology field.  

Very informative. More than what I thought was involved in the field of Estheticians. Learned quite a
bit. Would recommend to anyone.

Very interesting book! Offers some good insight and techniques for various procedures. Came in great condition.

I really like the book and its easy to follow content. It has wonderful photos and relevant info. Unfortunately, there were a lot of underlined sentences, and I mean a lot, especially in the anatomy section. I understand the need for underlining and highlighting for studying, but the actual quality of the book was compromised by how many scribbles there were. There were words jotted down in pen and there were some sentences that were completely blacked out with a poorly handwritten sentence written next to the crossed out words. If they were going to claim that information in the book was incorrect, it would have been nice to at the very least have the new sentence/content cited. I just didn’t know where the info was coming from. Anyway, the book and the content is great and I paid a fraction of what the book would cost if it were brand new. It wasn’t terrible and it wasn’t excellent either. Thank you for getting the book to me promptly.

The book is wonderful and a great tool for my course. I received it without delays within a week of ordering.

this is a definite must. all estheticians should also have this one. This is a step up and has so much more. I love this book
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